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Thermometer chart powerpoint template

Research conducted by consultants from top-tier copyright management companies © 2020 SlideTeam. All rights reserved free thermometer chart for PowerPoint and Google slides. 2 graphics thermometer with scale. Editable graphics with text placeholders. Use this infographic chart in your presentation to compare
quantitative results. Shapes can be edited 100%: You can easily change colors and sizes. To use: PowerPoint Version (PPTX) : Built-in data-driven PowerPoint chart: Made from a stacked column chart, you can easily change data series and format (for example, colors). Just right-click the chart to edit the data series
(edit data): Google Slides version: Adjust the height of the rectangular shape: including 2 slide option formats: Standard (4:3) and Widescreen (16:9). Widescreen Preview (16:9) : This 'thermometer chart for PowerPoint and Google Slides features': 3 unique slides Layout light and dark ready to use in a format with text
placeholders Completely editable Shapes PowerPoint version: Standard data-driven chart (4:3) and Widescreen (16:9) PPTX File Aspect Ratios and Free Google Slide Fonts Used: Helvetica (System Font) Calibri (System Font) Home &gt; All 2010 2007 Tutorials &gt; Infographic&gt; PowerPoint thermometer discover a
simple way to create a cool data-driven thermometer chart in Powerpoint. Follow our step-by-step instruction to create this useful diagram. The PowerPoint thermometer you'll learn is: Isn't it eye-catching? What we'll be is, because it's data-driven, you can easily reuse it. To reuse, all you need to change the fill levels is –
right-click the picture -&gt; Edit Data -&gt; Enter relevant values on the worksheet. Cool, right? Let's learn to draw this elegant diagram template in simple steps: Step 1: Draw a simple column chart Insert -&gt; Chart -&gt; Clustered column (first option). Make sure you have selected only one set of values and remove the
rest of the columns on the worksheet. You'll get a column chart that looks like this: Step 2: Remove all unnecessary elements We only need columns in the chart. That way, you can click and delete all other irrelevant elements in the chart: right-click the columns and add data labels. The result will be as follows: Related:
Formatting tips for a line chart in PowerPoint Step 3: Remove gridlines Click the chart. Go to Layouts -&gt; Gridlines -&gt; Primary Horizontal Gridlines -&gt; None. This will remove all gridlines. Change the column color to suit your needs. You can make columns more attractive by selecting the columns -&gt;Shape effects
-&gt; Presets -&gt; 2 Your PowerPoint thermometer chart should look like this: You might enjoy:5 Tips for a better data presentation Step 4: Let the forefront of a thermometer draw rolled-up rectangles around each column. Adjust the yellow handle in the upper corner for maximum curvature: Add a circle at the bottom of
the columns and a fill color to match the color of the columns. Related: Get inspired by And diagrams step 5: Providing the last touches you can do it by adding the yin to the round bulb. Draw a vertical rectangular stripe, fill it with white, and adjust the serenity to mimic the vertical bite of the glass. Add a gray rectangle to
the bottom of the slide and Send it back. Select the bulbs and add a reflection. The end result will be as follows: Once you learn to draw this diagram, you can create your own variations based on your imagination. Related: How to create a professional yin effect We want to show you some related thermometer formats
from our Visual PowerPoint graph set... Data-driven thermometer variations: Take a look at these unusual data charts: thermometer displays a percentage double thermometer graphs – just enter your data to use the source: thermometers from visual graphs pack bottles indicating % of a truck's complete infographic
showing a preloaded percentage source: infographics completing percentages of graphs pack every 320+ unique diagrams in a graph package are full pre-guided data. You can copy our graph templates to your slides and edit the worksheet to create amazing presentations in minutes. It takes a lot of skill and time to
create these data-driven charts from scratch. Why waste time reinventing the wheel when we've answered all the hard work for you. If you're a business presenter responsible for creating mission-critical business presentations, it's a good idea to take a look at our Visual PowerPoint charting package. You'll discover a
whole new way to create professional slides without wasting your precious time and effort. Please browse through the collection now. Your investment in the package will be worth whatever money you've earned. Related: Learn to animate charts in a related PowerPoint: Use charts in PowerPoint with impact to return to
the main presentation infographic section Go back to the top of the PowerPoint thermometer Free Page PowerPoint Template is a nice and well-formed presentation template that you can download to make amazing dashboards in PowerPoint as well as fundraising campaigns through Microsoft PowerPoint. This free
thermometer PPT template with nice thermometer illustrations and shapes can be used to plan an effective fundraising event and show the fundraising status in a PowerPoint presentation. However, you can also use this free thermometer template for business and organizational dashboards, as part of a BPM (Business
Process Management) within your organization or as an enterprise presentation template to view the key indicators or key relationships in your organization. The thermometer diagrams can also be used in business or administrative PPT presentations. The free dashboard template for PowerPoint with thermometers
includes some nice thermometer designs on three different slides for PowerPoint that you can copy and paste into your own presentations or dashboards. One of the slides also includes a nice thermometer pattern representation that can be as an alternative to other visualization tools. Editable thermometers can be used
free of charge in campaigns or fundraising events and is compatible with Microsoft PowerPoint 2010 but also with PowerPoint 2013 templates. Advertisement templates. Publication
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